
Samsung  Galaxy  Introduces
Note20 And Note20 Ultra 5G

The Galaxy Note20 5G series is making adapting to the next normal even easier
by building on the heritage of the Note series and delivering an unparalleled
experience designed for users that want to get more done and enjoy premium
entertainment in the palm of their hands from anywhere they desire. Delivering
powerful control over both work and play aspects of user’s lives for the first-time
ever in the industry,  Samsung’s new Galaxy Note20 and Note20 Ultra  in a
timeless premium design and mystic colours, are now available for purchase in
Sri Lanka.

To work faster  and smarter  the Galaxy Note20 series  brings the S Pen and
Samsung Notes feature for acing all those presentations even while working from
home.

The Galaxy Note20 Ultra’s 120Hz display enhances the experience even more for
life like precision whether you’re jotting down notes in a meeting or scribbling
down a grocery list. The S Pen has evolved to become the ultimate productivity
companion.

Samsung’s partnership with Microsoft reaches new heights on the Galaxy Note20
series.  With Microsoft’s Your Phone app and Link to Windows integration on
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select  Samsung  phones,  users  can  sync  their  Galaxy  smartphone  to  their
Windows10 PC to share messages, photos, notifications and calendar reminders
in almost real-time.

The Galaxy Note20 series introduces a suite of new ex- periences for a more
continuous  productivity  flows.  Note20  series  lets  you  relive  your  fondest
memories in high fidelity with Pro Video mode. It allows to shoot like a movie
director in 8K at 24 frames per second to give your home videos that cinematic
look. Alternatively, shoot in Full HD at 120 frames per second and play back the
video at 120Hz to get a super smooth look.

The Galaxy Note20 as well as Note20 Ultra are 5G ready, which makes them
compatible for 5G usage on commercial availability of the 5G network in Sri
Lanka. Samsung Electronics revealed five new power devices that seamlessly
integrate to empower consumers navigating a rapidly changing world: Galaxy
Note20 and Galaxy Note20 Ultra, the most powerful Note series yet; Tab S7 and
S7+, versatile tablets for productivity and creativity; Galaxy Watch3, a premium
smartwatch along with advanced health features; Galaxy Buds Live, stylish and
ergonomic earbuds with amazing sound quality; and Galaxy Z Fold2, the next
generation foldable smart phone with enhanced refinements.

Alone, these devices are powerful tools to help you maximize work and play.
Together, as part of the Galaxy ecosystem, they work together seamlessly so you
can spend your time focused on what matters the most.


